GGMS 2019-2020 DRESS CODE

BOTTOMS
- May be any solid color
- Long pants
- Capris or cropped pants
- Shorts / skorts / skirts — Must be no shorter than 3 inches above the knee.
- Colored Denim pants— except for traditional blue jeans - are permitted.

NO: FRAYED EDGES OR HOLES
NO: SWEAT PANTS
NO: ATHLETIC SHORTS
NO: YOGA PANTS
NO: SPANDEX/ LYCRA
NO: BLUE JEANS

TOPS
Polo Style Shirts
- Any solid color or stripes!
- Short sleeve or Long sleeve
- Logo or no logo is okay
- GGMS shirts allowed

SHOES
- Must have closed in toe
- Must have closed in heel
- No heels or wheels

BOTTOMS
- May be any solid color
- Long pants
- Capris or cropped pants
- Shorts / skorts / skirts — Must be no shorter than 3 inches above the knee.
- Colored Denim pants— except for traditional blue jeans - are permitted.

NO: FRAYED EDGES OR HOLES
NO: SWEAT PANTS
NO: ATHLETIC SHORTS
NO: YOGA PANTS
NO: SPANDEX/ LYCRA
NO: BLUE JEANS

OUTERWEAR
Sweatshirt, Jacket, or Sweater
Solid or Striped
Appropriate polo top is required underneath at all times. Polo style shirt must be visible.
Small quarter size logo is OK.
NO HOODS OR POCKETS
GGMS sweatshirts are permitted
No other writing or graphics allowed.

LAST FRIDAY OF EVERY MONTH
Students who pay $1 to school may wear blue jeans.
Proceeds will fund student events.

Student ID Badges must be worn on a lanyard around the neck at all times.

CLOTHING THAT IS TOO TIGHT, TOO LOOSE OR TOO BAGGY IS NOT ALLOWED.